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A prior-art search on patents ascertains the patentability constraints of the invention through an organized review of prior-art
document sources. .is search technique poses challenges because of the inherent vocabulary mismatch problem. Manual
processing of every retrieved relevant patent in its entirety is a tedious and time-consuming job that demands automated patent
summarization for ease of access. .is paper employs deep learning models for summarization as they take advantage of the
massive dataset present in the patents to improve the summary coherence. .is work presents a novel approach of patent
summarization named PQPS: prior-art query-based patent summarizer using restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) and bi-
directional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) models. .e PQPS also addresses the vocabulary mismatch problem through
query expansion with knowledge bases such as domain ontology andWordNet. It further enhances the retrieval rate through topic
modeling and bibliographic coupling of citations. .e experiments analyze various interlinked smart device patent sample sets.
.e proposed PQPS demonstrates that retrievability increases both in extractive and abstractive summaries.

1. Introduction

.e importance of innovative technology development has
been well established in many industrial sectors. Also, en-
terprises assess their invention in terms of intellectual
property rights (IPRs) primarily through their patents. With
the rapid advancement of various technologies worldwide,
patent search and analysis have become an essential task for
both the government and the private sector [1]. Enterprises
use this legal and technical document (patent) to gain state-
of-the-art technology, reveal business trends, and inspire
novel solutions [2–5]. .ese patent rights last for around 20
years and give the inventor the right to use the invention
commercially. .e patentable subject matter and patent-
ability restrictions differ by region. .e enterprise’s patent
attorneys, inventors, and researchers devote a significant
amount of time and resources to finding the right patents to
discover new technological developments and focus their
research in that direction [6]. .ey also perform this prior-
art search to prevent the infringement of the current

innovation with the established technology and intellectual
property. It is usually performed to ensure the invention’s
originality. It is publicly available evidence that the invention
already exists. .is search technique is much effective in
assessing the invention’s novelty and non-obviousness,
identifying the potential related and competing art, and
finally determining the patented invention’s strength and
scope.

.e majority of traditional prior-art search techniques
are keyword-based. .e patent examiners or the patent
analyst usually frame the patent search query from the
patent application document by considering the term fre-
quency. .e priority date and classification codes are typ-
ically included in this frequency-based keyword search
technique. Because of the patent’s ambiguous and non-
standard language, the documents found by a keyword-
based prior-art search are insufficient to invalidate the
claims. .e formulated query is expanded with terms or
phrases from external resources such as International Patent
Classification (IPC) code definitions [7], thesaurus [8], or
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knowledge base [9] to boost the retrieval rate and to cope up
with the term mismatch problem.

Patent citations, in addition to patent textual fields and
classification code, have been shown to improve retrieval
rates [10]. .ey represent the relationship among the pat-
ents. Citation links assist in the discovery of more critical
and valuable documents by granting authority to a cited or
citing text. Approaches based on citations [11] include
bibliographic coupling (BC), co-citation, and direct citation.
In co-citation, two documents are relevant if they are cited
together by one or more documents, while in BC, the
document pair is relevant if both cite together one or more
related documents. .e stronger the bibliographic pairing is,
the more citations the bibliographically coupled text pair
shares. BC is retrospective while co-citation is forward
looking..is paper makes use of BC to enhance the retrieved
prior-art patent search set consisting of thousands of doc-
uments. .e result set has many irrelevant documents. To
search through the entire set and to find the relevant ones is
tedious and time consuming. So instead, ranking them based
on relevance by incorporating the patent characteristics will
do a better job and improve precision.

Furthermore, since the lexicon in these documents varies
more, manual processing (reading and understanding) and
identifying prominent information from each patent doc-
ument in the retrieved prior-art search set will be more
difficult. .e development of text summarizers for technical
and legal documents has been prioritised to address this
problem. Summarization aims to create succinct and in-
sightful summaries of retrieved patent document collections
while preserving the document’s sense. Automatically
producing summaries from broad text corpora has long
piqued the interest of researchers in information retrieval
and natural language processing. .ese summaries produce
a gist (condensed version) of the text that emphasizes only
the most relevant points [12]. Automatic summarization is
classified as extractive or abstractive depending on how the
summary is produced. .e most important sentences or
paragraphs are selected and assembled to form a description
in extractive summarization. On the contrary, abstractive
summarization generates meaningful sentences.

.e proposed PQPS focuses on generating effective
summaries on prior-art search results. .e prior-art search
patent documents are based on the search query and ob-
tained by expanding the initial query with information from
the knowledge base. .e prior-art patents obtained using
this method lack some relevant documents and may include
irrelevant documents. Topic modeling approaches and ci-
tation analysis are used to enhance further the prior-art
result set. Extractive and abstractive summaries are gener-
ated from the resultant set. .e PQPS encompasses both
extractive and abstractive techniques as the patents are
lengthy and are challenging to obtain the gist by retaining
the information in its entirety.

.e main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) Filtering the base query processor patent resultant
set as it contains more irrelevant documents through
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA).

(2) Enhancing the filtered patent set through biblio-
graphic coupling.

(3) Ranking the retrieved prior-art search patent set
based on the structural similarity.

(4) Generating extractive summaries with stacked RBM.
(5) Employing the Seq2Seq model with pretrained

embeddings and attention for generating abstractive
summaries.

.e rest of the paper is laid out as follows. Section 2
portrays the existing works carried out on search query
formulation, patent citation analysis, and patent summari-
zation. Section 3 outlines the background of the models and
techniques employed for text summarization. .e detailed
flow of the proposed system is portrayed in Section 4.
Sections 5–7 discuss the methodology of the proposed
system in detail. .e experimental results carried out as part
of this work are detailed in Section 8. Finally, Section 9
concludes this paper and discusses the future work.

2. Related Work

.is section presents the challenges associated with prior-art
search and presents it in three dimensions. First, we focus on
query formulation and expansion techniques for prior-art
search. Secondly, we consider the methods that improve the
retrieval rate through citations, and finally, we present the
techniques for summarizing the patent documents.

2.1. Prior-Art Search Query Processing. Prior-art search
query formulation and expansion are the foci of research on
enhancing prior-art search and retrieval. As a result, most of
the previous search queries relied on patent terms from
various textual areas [13–18]. Because of abstract or generic
terms offered by patentees to optimize their protection
scope, this keyword-based query formulation technique falls
behind, and the vocabulary mismatch problem persists. .is
method frequently necessitates additional research on the
patent application domain. To address this issue, the authors
use external resources such as thesaurus and domain-in-
dependent knowledge bases (WordNet, Wikipedia, and
Wiktionary) [9, 19, 20] and domain-dependent knowledge
bases (IPC and domain ontology) [7, 9, 21] to expand
queries. Expansion with the domain-independent knowl-
edge bases improves precision but recall drops due to lack of
contextual information. IPC definitions were also utilized to
expand queries [7]. Although it enhances recall in the
chemical area, the results were not consistent across topics.
.is system creates a domain ontology and expands the
query with terms and phrases from the domain ontology to
address the vocabulary mismatch problem.

2.2. Patent Retrieval through Citations. Patent citations are
essential for establishing relationships between patents and
demonstrating technical developments and evolutions [22].
In this work, as a source for key extraction, the authors
employed in-text citations from both patent and non-patent
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literature and additional metadata. Mahdabi and Crestani
used a similar approach, expanding the prior-art search
query with term distribution of publications from the ci-
tation network [23]. Fuji et al., on the other hand, used
citation connections to re-rank patent publications [24]. .e
authors used textual data and citation linkages to score and
rank the patents. .is proposed PQPS varies from prior
systems where it uses a bibliographic coupling network of
patent citations to find missing relevant patents.

2.3. Patent Summarization. Advancements in machine
learning and artificial intelligence have simplified many
tasks. One of the major tasks made easy for human through
these techniques was automatic text summarization. Several
approaches for text summarization have been developed to
date. .ese summarization systems need to produce a
concise summary while representing the information pre-
sented in the source document. Based on the way the
summaries are generated, summarization techniques fall in
to two categories: extractive and abstractive. Extractive
summarization [25] techniques select sentences from source
document while abstractive technique [26] generates the
summary like human-crafted one by considering the whole
document.

.e most common techniques used for extractive
summary generation are statistics-based, topic-based, dis-
course-based, and graph-based methods. Statistical tech-
niques use statistical features [27, 28] such as sentence
location [29, 30], sentence centrality, word or proper noun
frequency [31], title similarity, and sentence bushy direction.
Individual sentence scores are computed based on assigned
feature weights, and sentences with high scores are more
likely to be included in the generated summary. On the other
hand, topic-based methods identify the terms that charac-
terize the document’s topic and use signatures or templates
to score the sentences. Sentences are represented as nodes in
graph-based approaches [32, 33], and a linkage is formed if
there is a relationship between them. Many machine
learning techniques have been used for summarization,
including latent semantic analysis (LSA), Bayesian models
[34], topic models, and hidden Markov models (HMMs)
[35]. External knowledge bases, such as Wikipedia [36] and
ontologies [37, 38], were also used for text summarization to
identify meaningful sentences by mapping them to concepts
in the ontology. Recently, text summarization has grown fast
with advances in profound learning technology like RBM
[39, 40], recurrent neural network (RNN) [41], and con-
volutional neural network (CNN) [39, 42]. Some researchers
viewed text summarization as a sequence labeling task [43]
and generated the summary. .e SummaRuNNer [41]
proposed by Nallapatti et al. is a sequence labeling task
where the author evaluated the probability of a sentence to
be included in the summary and then included them until it
reaches summary length.

.e abstractive summarization task has recently received
ample attention because of its ability to generate sound and
verbally robust summaries as that of humans [44]. .is task
was mostly performed with many-to-many Seq2Seq model,

and it was first introduced by Cho et al. [45] and Sutskever
et al. [46]. Rush et al. [47] proposed an abstractive sentence
summarization model encompassing local attention-based
encoder and neural network language model decoder.
Chopra et al. [48] proposed a conditioned RNN model for a
decoder with a convolutional attention-based encoder in line
with sentence summarization. .is model outperforms
other state-of-the-art models on the Gigaword corpus
dataset. We can see that these summarization models mainly
focused on news articles or CNN mail datasets.

Even though text summarization has garnered much
attention in recent years, the summaries generated for patent
documents are far from human-derived summaries and only
a few research studies [49–53] address the problem of patent
text summarization..ese works either rely on somemetrics
to retrieve sentences or paragraphs to be included in
summary using ontology [49] or focus on the patent doc-
ument’s claim section [51]. .ey have used metrics of dis-
course summarization. .ese methods are insufficient
because the patents contain many recurring abstract terms
such as “apparatus,” “methods,” “means,” and “device.”
Additionally, focusing just on the claim section results in the
inclusion of embodiment of the invention in the generated
summary. .e proposed PQPS system is novel because it
combines both extractive and abstractive techniques for
generating patent summary through deep learning tech-
niques mainly RBM and Bi-LSTM, respectively.

3. Encoder-Decoder Architecture

.is section provides an overview of the many deep
learning-based models used for abstractive summarization
techniques such as RNN, LSTM, and GRU. .e encoder-
decoder architecture is based on the sequence-to-sequence
model [46]. Text summarization is a many-to-many se-
quence problem, where the input sequence (paragraph or
document) is mapped to another similar sequence (sum-
mary) of varying length. .e encoder and decoder are the
two primary components of this approach..ey are stacks of
recurrent neural network units. .e encoder reads the entire
input sequence and generates context vector as an internal
representation. At each timestep, the decoder reads the
context vector and generates the output summary. In the
following section, we will look at how different deep learning
models can be integrated with this framework to generate
abstractive summaries.

3.1.RecurrentNeuralNetwork. .e input text is processed in
a sequential order by RNN through feedback loops. .ese
loops distribute data among the various nodes and make
predictions based on the gathered information. .us, the
RNN preserves the order of input words in the sequence.
Whenever a new input is received, prediction is made by
considering the output of the preceding states. During
training, RNN computes gradients at each timestep using
backpropagation through time (BPTT) algorithm. .is
network performs well with shorter sequences. With a
lengthy input sequence, it suffers from vanishing gradient
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problem [54, 55] during backpropagation as the gradient
becomes smaller and smaller so that update becomes in-
significant. Another major issue with larger sequence is
training and evaluation due to the computation andmemory
constraints [56].

3.2. Gated RNN. Long short-term memory (LSTM) and
gated recurrent unit (GRU) handle the problem of vanishing
gradients using their gates. .ey have control over the in-
formation passing between the hidden states. .ese two
networks are essentially the RNN variants with independent
hidden and cell states. Figure 1 depicts the variances of the
two networks, RNN and LSTM..e LSTM has three gates as
shown in the diagram: forget, input, and output gates. .e
forget gate (equation (1)) is a single-layered architecture with
sigmoid activation..is activation function in the forget gate
assists in determining whether to preserve the information
or discard it.

ft � σ wf ht− 1, xt 
.

+ bf . (1)

With the information available, the input gate attempts
to learn new information (equations (2) and (3)) and
quantifies the significance of the information carried
(equation (4)). Based on the significance, the information is
stored in the cell state.

it � σ wi ht− 1, xt 
.

+ bi , (2)

Ct � tanh wc ht− 1, xt 
.

+ bc , (3)

it � ft ∗Ct− 1 + it ∗ Ct. (4)

.e information is passed from current timestamp to the
next through the output gate, and the same is given by
equation (5). As stated in these equations, the value of the
hidden state is determined by passing through the sigmoid
and tanh functions. .is hidden state (ht)(equation (6)) is
used for prediction. GRU is quite similar to LSTM; however,
it lacks memory unit. Also, it is less complex with only two
gates, namely, reset and update gates.

ot � σ wo ht− 1, xt 
.

+ bo , (5)

ht � ot ∗ tanh Ct( . (6)

3.3. Bidirectional RNN. A unidirectional RNN during
prediction considers only the previous sequences, and
there are possibilities of having noise. As a result, the
future predictions suffer, lowering the quality of the
summary. To address this issue, bidirectional RNN
processes the input sequence in both forward and
backward directions, i.e., the input sequence is fed in
normal time order for one network and in reversed order
for another network. At each time step, the output of the

two networks is concatenated and transmitted to the next
level. .us, the network will carry information about
both preceding and next sequences to construct a
summary. Bidirectional RNN enhances the quality of the
summary generated.

3.4. Network with Attention. .e performance of the
Seq2Seq models can be improved with better network
structure. A single context vector is passed as input from
encoder to decoder in the encoder-decoder network.
However, if the input sequence is lengthy, this alone will not
capture the complete essence. As a result, various context
vectors are derived in order to focus on certain parts of the
input sequence [57]. Local attention and global attention
were distinguished by Luong et al. [58]. Local attention
considers only a few hidden states of the encoder when
determining the attended context vector, whereas global
attention considers all hidden states.

3.5. Beam Search. Beam search techniques are frequently
employed in conjunction with the decoder in tasks such as
multiple language generation, text summarization, and
machine translation [59, 60]. Decoding the sequences
entails searching over all the potential sequences and
ranking them based on their likelihood. Because the
vocabulary in these tasks often consists of dozens or
millions of words, this search becomes intractable (NP-
complete). As the size of the input rises, the heuristic
approaches offer one or more approximate output se-
quences, which may or may not be sufficient. .ese al-
gorithms decode sequences using probability and greedy
or beam search. In greedy search, the best candidate for an
input sequence is chosen at each time step based on
likelihood. However, producing only one top candidate
may result in a suboptimal solution. In contrast, beam
search analyzes many candidates for an input sequence at
each timestep.

4. PQPS: Prior-Art Query-Based
Patent Summarizer

.e functioning of the proposed PQPS is described in
Figure 2. .e query processor retrieves the initial set of
patents based on the query built with knowledge bases
(domain ontology and WordNet) and the novel patent
application document. .ough this retrieved set retrieves
multiple relevant documents, it can have irrelevant docu-
ments and miss some relevant documents due to infor-
mation overload. .e PQPS system filters the irrelevant
documents using LDA and uses a bibliographic coupling
network on citations to improve the retrieval efficiency. .e
resultant document set is then ranked using the structural
similarity metrics. .e PQPS then addresses the high
workload of the patent analyst by summarizing the ranked
patents in both extractive and abstractive manner using deep
learning techniques. A detailed explanation of each module
is given in the following sections.
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5. Query Processor

.e query processor builds an initial query from the patent
application document issued by the patent analyst. .e
initial query is built by extracting noun phrases from dif-
ferent textual fields title, abstract, technical field, and de-
scription. .e candidate noun phrases are selected to build
an initial query based on the term frequency-inverse field
frequency (TF-IFF) scoring. .e patent document is lengthy
and verbose, and each patent has its lexicon; therefore,
vocabulary mismatch arises. To rectify this mismatch, the
PQPS document retrieval system uses knowledge bases such
as domain ontology andWordNet to enrich the initial query
with semantically related concepts and terms. .e domain
ontology-based query expansion uses smart device domain
ontology to expand the domain-related concepts while the
WordNet-based query expansion system relies onWordNet,
a lexical database for English. .e document retrieval sys-
tem’s Google patent search employs Google prior-art search
API to retrieve patents from the initial query. .e citation
analyzer module is used for further processing in all the
documents obtained by these three systems. More details
about this query processor were detailed in our previous
work [9].

6. Citation Analyzer

Patent analysis conducted on the query processor module
reveals that irrelevant documents were retrieved, in addition
to relevant documents. Some relevant documents were
uncovered from the retrieval due to the prevailing vocab-
ulary mismatch problem. .is citation analyzer module
adopts a filtering mechanism through LDA and biblio-
graphic coupling methods to reduce the irrelevant patent
retrieval and further enhances the relevant document
retrieval.

6.1. Topic Filterer. .e topic filterer finds the abstract topics
using LDA, an unsupervised model from topic modeling.
.e central intuition behind LDA for document filtering is
that it groups each document based on its words, and further
related documents are clustered to form a topic. It is based
on the assumption that each document in the collection is a
mixture of topics, and therefore, the document belongs to
the topic whose strength is vital. .is filterer analyzes title,
abstract, and description of the relevant patent set. .e fields
are preprocessed, and LDA with collapsed Gibbs sampling
[61] is employed. It is aMarkov chainMonte Carlo approach
where the model parameters are drawn from the posterior
distribution for each iteration.

6.1.1. Identification of Number of Topics. .e number of
topics is usually determined based on the statistical measure
perplexity [62]. It determines the predictive quality of the
model. .e low perplexity value indicates better perfor-
mance. But according to Chang et al. [63], perplexity is not
correlated to human judgments. .erefore, the PQPS in-
corporates a trial-and-error approach with different values

for number of topics based on the coherence value. .e
topics obtained along with their main keywords and man-
ually generated category names are detailed in Table 1 for a
sample patent application entitled “Bluetooth beacon at-
tendance system based on smartphone and application
method.” For this sample from the patents retrieved,
through a trial-and-error approach, the number of topics is
decided as 45.

6.1.2. Relevance with Novel Patent Application. .e filterer
uses the topic probability distribution of each document to
filter the irrelevant retrieved patent documents. LDAvis [64],
an interactive tool, is used to interpret and visualize their
distributions, and the same is shown in Figure 3. Here the
topics are represented as circles where their centres are
determined by computing the distance between the topics.
.e size of the circle depicts the topic prevalence in the
corpus. .e intertopic distance is computed using the
Jensen–Shannon divergence, a symmetric similarity mea-
sure. Based on the intertopic distance, the closely related
clusters with the sample patent application topic clusters are
chosen as relevant documents and the remaining clusters are
filtered out.

Figure 3 represents the intertopic distance using the
LDAvis tool for the sample patent application titled
“Bluetooth beacon attendance system based on smartphone
and application method.” .is figure focuses on the 44th
topic and its closeness with other related topics. As their
closeness represents their similarity, closely linked topics are
only taken into account for further processing. In this case,
the documents which belong to the topics highlighted by a
red box are only chosen as relevant document clusters.

6.2. Bibliographic Coupling-Based Patent Retriever. After
filtering, the citations for each relevant patent are obtained
through Open Patent Services (OPS), a European Patent
Office (EPO) web service. .is process allows access to
EPO’s raw data through the XML interface. .is web
service extracts all the citations links for each filtered patent
set and is stored in a database. With the data available, we
build a citation graph where each patent document acts as a
vertex and between the vertices, and there is a directed edge
if one patent document cites or is cited by another. Bib-
liographic coupling helps to retrieve relevant documents
that have not been previously retrieved because of infor-
mation overload. BC groups the patent documents in this
citation graph referring to the same set of cited patent
documents. .e fundamental idea is that if a document d1is
cited by another document d2, it means that d1is in some
way related and essential to d2. .is relatedness helps to
identify missing relevant documents for the patent appli-
cation document. .e BC strength represents the number
of common citations. For each patent document and ap-
plication document pair, this BC strength is computed and
patents with BC strength greater than a threshold are
identified as missing relevant patents and included to the
newly retrieved set.
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Since a patent encompasses numerous subject areas, it
may cite another document for any of these topics or subject
areas. .erefore, the newly retrieved set has the possibility of
having few irrelevant documents. All these references and
topics need not be relevant to the patent application doc-
ument. .us, the newly retrieved patent set is filtered based
on the cosine similarity with the patent application docu-
ment and a threshold value.

6.3. Structural Relevance-Based Patent Ranker. .e docu-
ments are ranked based on relevance with the search query
terms. In a prior-art search, since the entire patent appli-
cation is compressed as a query and because of the verbose
nature of the patent documents, relevance metrics alone will
not be sufficient to order the patents. .e patent inherent
feature structural similarity is incorporated in the relevance
evaluation. Our analysis on the importance of different
textual fields (title, abstract, background, and description) in
our previous work [9] found that different fields have
varying influences..e terms from the description field have
more similarities than the abstract and title fields. .is
phenomenon occurs because the description field contains
technical terminologies. Consequently, their similarity with
the source document is given different weights. .e rele-
vance estimator assigns the field weights in the following
order: wtitle <wabs <wdesc. Here wtitle denotes the weight of
terms from title field, wabs denotes the weight of abstract
field, and wdesc denotes the weights of words from the de-
scription section. .e structural relevance score calculated
with these textual fields is given by the following equation:

SR Qm, di(  �
wtitle ∗ simtitle Qm, di( 

�������
l titledi
 





+
wabs ∗ simabs Qm, di( 

�������
l absdi
 





+
wdesc ∗ simdesc Qm, di( 

�������
l descdi
 





.

(7)

Here, SR (Qm, di) is the structural relevance score, and
simtitle(Qm, di) is the similarity between the semantically
enriched query, Qm, and the document title. Similarly,
simabs(Qm, di) and simdesc(Qm, di) represent the similarity
between the semantically enriched query Qm and the doc-
ument abstract and description, respectively. l(titledi

),
l(absdi

), and l(descdi
) represent the length of the document

title, abstract, and description, respectively.

7. Patent Summarizer

Patent summarizer creates summary through a unified model by
combining both state-of-the art extractive and abstractive ap-
proaches. It composes two neural networkmodules, i.e., summary
extractor and abstractive summary generator. .e summary
extractor encodes each document, extracts the sentences from
them, and clusters the individual summaries, and the abstractive
summary generator paraphrases each summary clusters.

7.1. RBM-Based Extractive Patent Summarizer. .e RBM-
based extractive patent summarizer (RBM-EPS) inputs a
document set D with multiple related patent documents

Table 1: Topics with prominent keywords for a sample patent application.

Topics with their id Prominent keywords No. of documents
in each topic

45: attendance Terminal, smart, server, attendance, transmit 33
4: smartphone − based attendance Bluetooth, phone, attendance, transmission, processing 8
37: digital information transformation Mobile, telephone, cable,multiperformance, response 15
23: digital information transformation usingwireless devices Camera, capture, synchronize, infra red, selection 13
9: smartphone + wireless Mobile terminal, notification, extract, receive, response 32
7: wireless − based access control for applications Network, transfer, social, connection, client 11

Figure 3: Intertopic distance graph.
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d1, d2, d3, . . . , di. A single document di in the document set
consists of multiple sentences Si � si1, si2, si3, . . . , sin. For
each patent document in D, RBM-EPS creates a new doc-
ument summary di by selecting sentences from Si, and it
aggregates them into three groups based on the degree of
semantic and syntactic relation with the source document.
RBM-EPS encompasses three submodules and will delve
into each of them in detail.

7.2. Patent Feature Extractor. .e first step towards ex-
tractive summarization is through identifying prominent
features for the sentence selection. Patent feature extractor
relies on the hand-crafted features that correspond to
syntactic and semantic information of patent document
sentences. Many of these features are widely used by
summarizers for sentence selection [38, 40, 65–67], and their
measures are normalized in the range of 0 to 1 for practical
usage. .e features that are extracted in this module are
detailed in Tables 2 and 3.

7.3. Stacked RBM. .is system makes use of a restricted
Boltzmann machine, a non-deterministic generative model, to
extract the salient sentences. RBM is a two-layer network with
an input layer of visible nodes (m nodes) and an output layer of
hidden nodes (n nodes)..e two layers of a single unit of RBM
form a fully bipartite graph, as seen in the workflow of PQPS
(Figure 2). Here, the connections exist only between the nodes
of two layers and not among the nodes within a layer where the
ith input node (Ii) is connected to hth hidden node (Hh) by a
weight (wih). Furthermore, all the nodes (visible and hidden)
have a constant bias represented as ai and bh for visible and
hidden layers accordingly..is system stacks the RBM to create
a deep layer architecture. .e first unit is a Gaussian–Bernoulli
RBM [67], and the second is Bernoulli-Bernoulli RBM.

7.4. Summary Aggregator. .e summarized documents are
classified into three groups as strongly related, mediumly
related, and weakly related based onWordMover’s Distance
(WMD) [71] score. WMD (equation (8)) measures the
dissimilarity between the documents using word embedding
and also takes into account the bag of words representation.

Agg di  �

strong, 0< disi < 0.4,

medium, 0.4< disi < 0.7,

weak, otherwise.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(8)

where di represents the extractive summary of ith patent and
disi indicates the WMD scoring between the search query or
the source document and extractive summary. It uses
pretrained word2vec embedding [27].

7.5. Bi-LSTM-Based Abstractive Patent Summarizer.
Abstractive patent summary generation uses sequence-to-
sequence (Seq2Seq) network [46], an encoder-decoder ar-
chitecture. In this many-to-many sequence problem, the
encoder parses the input sequence x � (x1, x2, . . . , xM) and
creates a hidden sequence he � (he

1, he
2, . . . , he

T) and forwards

to the decoder. .e decoder makes use of this hidden
representation as context information and generates the
summary sequence y � (y1, y2, . . . , yS). Here M and S

represent the number of encoder tokens (input document
length) and number of decoder tokens (summary length),
respectively. For encoding, the PQPS makes use of Bi-LSTM
as it understands the context better by preserving the in-
formation in both directions backward (past) and forward
(future). .e structure of Bi-LSTM-based abstractive patent
summarizer is represented in Figure 4. Here, three-layered
bidirectional long short-term memory (stacked Bi-LSTM)
forms the encoder and a single-layered LSTM is used as a
decoder along with an embedding layer. In addition to this
basic structure, it encompasses the attention mechanism for
effective summarization, and we will explore each in detail.

7.5.1. Encoder. .ough LSTM and gated recurrent unit
(GRU) attempt to solve the vanishing gradient problem and
have comparatively good performance, this work uses LSTM
because of easy tuning and training time. As in the bidi-
rectional setting, the encoder processes the input sequence

in both forward h
e

→
and backward direction he

←
.

7.5.2. Beam Search Decoder Network. .e decoder (single-
layered LSTM) makes use of this encoder hidden state and
previous output of the decoder and updates the decoder to a
new hidden state (hd

t ) and selects a new token as this step’s
decoder output. .is decoder incorporates beam search for
target word prediction instead of the usual greedy technique.
At each time step t, the beam search retains top scoring B

sequences based on the B sequences at the previous time
step, where B is determined by beam width or beam size.
Beam width determines the number of sequences to be kept
in memory at each t. .e target word (w) for time step t is
predicted based on probability scores.

7.5.3. Embedding. ConceptNet NumberBatch [30] pre-
trained embeddings are opted for two reasons in the em-
bedding layer. Firstly, it is built on other pretrained
embeddings such as Glove [72] and word2vec [73], and
secondly, it combines embeddings with knowledge bases
such as WordNet and DBpedia.

7.5.4. Attention Mechanism. In a simple Seq2Seq model, the
encoder usually returns a fixed length context vector that will
not retain important information mainly if the input se-
quence is very long as in the case of the patent document. To
deal with this, Bahdanau et al. [57] developed an alignment
mechanism where at each time step, it focuses on the crucial
parts of the text and generates a context vector (ct). .e
context vector is achieved by computing attention distri-
bution (αe

t,M) over the entire sequence of tokens given
hidden encoder state (he

M) and decoder state (hd
t ) at time

step t. .e alignment scores (se
t,M � s(he

M, hd
t )) are com-

puted using additive attention. Additive attention linearly
combines encoder and decoder hidden states and is given by
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Table 2: Patent features for RBM-EPS.

Feature with description
Title and search query similarity: patent title usually reflects the innovativeness or the main theme. .is similarity feature helps to retain
the sentences that are relevant and related to the patent title and search query provided by patent analyst. To compute them, both co-
occurrences-based [40] and similarity-based features are incorporated.
FE1 � |T∩ seni| + |SQ∩ seni|/log|T| + log|SQ|, FE2 � sim(T, seni) + sim(SQ, seni)/log|T| + log|SQ|

T—set of words in title, SQ—set of words in search query, seni—set of words in ithsentence, |T|—title length, |SQ|—search query length,
and sim(T, seni)and sim(SQ, seni)are computed using cosine similarity.

Sentence field position: the first and last sentences in a paragraph or section provide meaningful and prominent information to the reader

[68] and therefore it is likely to be part of the summary. FE3 �

0.25, if seni is at the beginning,

0.75, if seni is at the end,

max[i
− 1

, (m − i + 1)
− 1

], otherwise.

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
FE4 � 1 − (i/m)

Term frequency-inverse field frequency (TF-IFF): this measure identifies sentences that have important noun phrases of the form

(< JJ>∗<NN.∗>+< IN> )?< JJ>∗<NN.∗>+at a particular field in the document. Here JJ denotes an adjective, NN represents noun

phrases, and IN points to preposition or subordinating conjunction.

FE5 � TF − IFFt,f,i � t∈seni
TFt,f ∗ IFFt,f,TFt,f � nt,f/knk,f,TFt,f—term frequency of term t in the field f, IFFt,f—inverse field

frequency of the field f, nt,f—No. of occurrences of term tin the field fj, knk,fis the size of the field fj, |F|is the number of fields in the

document, and 1 + j: tt ∈ fjrepresents the field frequency.
Term frequency-inverse concept frequency (TF-ICF): this is more like TF-IFF where it measures importance of noun phrases to the
concepts in smart device ontology hierarchy rather than field wise. .ere are chances where the term in the corpus does not belong to any
concepts. In that case, its ICF value is assigned to 1.
ICFt,c � log|C|/|1 + c: tt ∈ C|, FE6 � TF − ICFt,c,i � t∈seni

TFt,i ∗ IFFt,c where |C| is the total number of concepts in the smart device
ontology is the total number of concepts in the smart device ontology and 1 + c: tt ∈ C presents the concept frequency with respect to term.
Sentence length: generally in patents, the sentences are long. To discard very short sentences and very long sentences from the
summary, this feature is included. FE8retrieves sentences that are close to the mean length of sentences in the document.
FE7 � t∗ t, FE8 � ln(t − |t − t(seni)/σ|).
t(seni)refers to number of terms in sentence seni, tdenotes the mean of all sentences in a document, and σis the standard deviation.
Sentence centrality: this measure retains sentences that are close to each other. .is sentence centrality is computed by
considering unigrams and bigrams and average score is treated as feature score.
SCij �  sim(seni)(senj)/max( sim(seni, senj)), FE9 − Cosine similaritymeasure, FE10 − Jaccard similaritymeasure
 ematic words(FE11): thematic words are the related words with the topic of the document and their frequency will be higher. Sentences
with these words indicate that they are informative. .e top 20 most frequent phrases are chosen as thematic words and the sentence score
is calculated accordingly.

Table 3: Patent features for RBM-EPS.

Feature with description
TextRank ((FE12)): this graph-based model scores the sentences by applying PageRank. It [32] computes the score based on the
number of overlapping words between sentences.
Cue phrases: these phrases such as “in particular,” “in summary,” “as a result,” “as a consequence,” and so on are usually
followed by important information, and so they are good indicators for estimating the sentence salience [69].
FE13 � SCPi � cpi/tcp. Here, cpi denotes the number of cue phrases in sentence i and tcp indicates the total number of cue
phrases in the document.
Sentence semantic relatedness score (SSR): this score computes the relatedness between the search query and the phrases in a
sentence with respect to smart device ontology using Lin’s measure [70]. Higher value on SSR score denotes they are more related
and if there is no semantic match, SSR is assigned to 0.
FE14 � SSRi � psimlin(SQ,pj,i)/tpisimlin(c1, c2) � (2∗IC(LCS(c1, c2)))/IC(c1) + IC(c2),IC(c) � 1 − log(hyponyms(c) +1)/log(max_nodes)
simlin(SQ, pj,i) represents the summation of Lin’s similarity between search query and phrase jin sentence iand tpidenotes
the total number of phrases in sentence i. c1and c2are two ontologically related concepts, LCS(c1, c2) represents their most common
ancestor, hyponyms(c) denotes the number of subsumers of a concept c, and max_nodes denotes the maximum
number of nodes (concepts) in the ontology.
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s
e
t,M � v

T
aligntanh walign h

e
M ⊕ h

d
t  , (9)

where both vT
align and walign are weight matrices.

8. Experimental Results

8.1. Query Processor. Experiments with query processor are
carried out with the textual fields of smart device patents
collected through the Google Patents search engine. .e
dataset for this experimentation includes 753 smartphone
patents, 478 smartwatch patents, and 421 smarthome pat-
ents. .e query processor analyzes the following aspects of
PQPS:

(i) Influence of patent textual fields in a prior-art search
query:the system examines the patent textual fields
(title, abstract, background, technical field, summary,
description, and claims) and finds their impact on each
of them on the prior-art search query..e result shows
that the terms from the description field in the prior-art
search query yield better results than other fields.

(ii) Document retrieval system: it encompasses domain
ontology-based query expansion system (DOQES),
WordNet-based query expansion system (WQES),

and Google Patent Search System (GPSS) for re-
trieving patents.

.e prior-art search query for DOQES and WQES is
built through query expansion of initial query with smart
device domain ontology and WordNet. GPSS automatically
constructs a prior-art search query..e retrieval efficiency of
the three subsystems in terms of mean average precision
(MAP) and recall is portrayed in Table 4. .e table results
show that DOQES performs better than WQES which is
better than GPSS. .is difference in retrieval performance
was due to the number and quality of search terms. A more
detailed analysis of these two aspects of the query processor
system was presented in [9].

8.2. Citation Analyzer. .e PQPS citation analyzer focuses
on three aspects of its submodules: topic-based filtering of
the retrieved patent document set, missing relevant patent
documents identification through BC, and patent ranking
based on structural relevance. Each of these aspects is delved
in the following subsections.

8.3. Topic-Based Filtering of Retrieved Patent Set. .e topic
filterer processes around 1000 patents each time as retrieved
by the document retrieval system. Only the title and abstract

Input: Patent text

Embedding

Bi-LSTM 
Hidden 

states

Additive Alignment Score

Attention Distribution

x1 x3 xMx2

Attention 

LSTM 
Hidden 

c0 csc1

Encoder

Decoder

ysyty1

Context 
vector

Figure 4: Bi-LSTM-based abstractive patent summarizer with attention.
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fields are considered for filtering. Even though all these
patents were retrieved in response to a specific query, the
patents retrieved covered a wide range of topics. .e same
can be observed from the token and vocabulary frequencies
depicted in Table 5 for the patent set retrieved for various
queries.

.e number of topics for each retrieved patent set must
be selected before generating the topic model to filter out
irrelevant documents. .e filterer computes the coherence
score to determine the number of topics. It employs a trial-
and-error approach to discover the best model by con-
structing multiple LDA models with topics ranging from 10
to 120. After comparing the coherence scores of multiple
models, the model with the optimum coherence score is
picked..e coherence scores of multiple LDAmodels for the
sample prior-art search query after iterating 5 times and
their mean scoring for different topics are shown in Figure 5.
Here, the coherence score varies from 0.22 to 0.28, in-
creasing as the number of topics increases. .e optimal
coherence score is chosen as the model has highest coher-
ence score before a significant drop or flattening. .e op-
timal coherence score is attained when Num − Topics � 45.
Based on the intertopic distance between the topics, the
topics are chosen. .e topic clusters and their documents

that are close to the principal relevant topic are considered as
relevant.

IPC codes were used to inspect the patents filtered out to
see if any relevant patent documents were included. .is
filtered-out set does not have any relevant documents.
Furthermore, the filtered-out documents significantly re-
duce the dataset size for further processing. Table 6 shows
the retrieved patent set size statistics before and after filtering
for sample patent applications. .is table also enlists a
sample set of IPC codes for manually investigated patents
that had been filtered in and filtered out. For instance, the
IPC codes of filtered in patents for patent application
“Bluetooth beacon attendance system on smartphone and
application method” are G07C1, H04L29, H04B5, H04M1,
G06Q50, G06Q10, and so on. .ese IPC codes, in turn, are
assigned to patents that specify “time or attendance registers’
registration or indication or recording,” “arrangements
related to the transmission of digital information,” “near-
field transmission system,” “telephonic communication-
substation equipment,” “data processing systems for specific
business sectors,” and “administration and management of
data processing systems,” respectively.ese topics are much
relevant to the patent application. .e IPC codes of filtered
out retrieved patents, on the other hand, specify cardboard

Table 4: Performance of document retrieval system across three different subdomains.

Search system/subdomain
Google Patent Search

System
WordNet-based query
expansion system

Domain ontology-based
query expansion system

MAP Recall MAP Recall MAP Recall
Smartphone 0.142 0.195 0.163 0.431 0.332 0.763
Smartwatch 0.151 0.234 0.173 0.421 0.253 0.734
Smarthome 0.138 0.252 0.169 0.416 0.271 0.741

Table 5: Overview of the document retrieval system results for sample patent applications.

Sample patent applications Number of patents
retrieved

Mean text
length

Number of
tokens

Bluetooth beacon attendance system based on smartphone and application
method 1,642 140.79 2,31,180

Electronic watch having a compass function 1,387 128.36 1,78,038
Location-based messaging 1498 180.54 2,70,450
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Figure 5: Deciding the number of topics for the sample patent application “Bluetooth beacon attendance system based on smartphone and
application method” based on coherence score.
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or indoor games, measuring the diagnostic devices and
exploring or analyzing the materials through specific
methods, security arrangements for protecting computers,
and so on. .is result confirms that the patents related to
these topics are irrelevant and can be filtered out.

8.4. Identifying Missing Relevant Patents through Biblio-
graphic Coupling. .e citing and cited patents are retrieved
for the topic filtered patents. .e date range considered for
this citation data collection is from the priority date of the
sample patent application to 2020/11/31. Because of abun-
dant patent applications and granted patents, relevant
patents can be overlooked in citations. As a result, the BC
strength between patent pairs is examined to ensure that no
relevant patents are excluded from processing. .e BC
strength, as previously stated, represents the correlation
between the patents. For instance, there are 6,265 patents
connected through the citation for the sample patent ap-
plication “Bluetooth beacon attendance system based on
smartphone and application method.” Among 6,265 patent
citations, 3,494 bibliographic coupled patent pairs were
identified. .e pairs with low BC strength are excluded. .e
mean BC strength is computed and set as the threshold
value. Around 263 patents with BC strength greater than
threshold (3) were retrieved as relevant patents, and overall,
both the query processor module and citation analyzer yield
1337 patents (1074 + 263). .e same along with the statistics
of other patent applications are tabulated in Table 7.

8.5. Ranking Patents Based on Structural Relevance-Based
Patent Ranker. .e ranker computes patent similarity based
on inherent patent characteristic, precisely structural similarity.
All the patents filed with USPTO and theWIPO have a defined
structure that includes the necessary textual fields title, abstract,
description, and background. During our previous work’s
experiment of query processor module [9], we found that
various textual fields have variable effects on the generation and
retrieval of prior-art search queries. As a result, weights are
applied to the field description, abstract, and title in decreasing
order, with values of 0.75, 0.5, and 0.25, respectively.

8.6. Patent Summarizer

8.6.1. Dataset. Experiments for extractive summarization
methods are carried out with a smart device patent

document set. .is patent document set encompasses pat-
ents from smarthome, smartwatch, and smartphone do-
mains and is retrieved as part of the query processor module
and citation analyzer module in Figure 2. .ese patent
documents are collected through Google search Application
Programming Interface (API) using the expanded search
query and citation analysis. Here, the detailed description of
the patent is used as input, and the summary field acts as the
reference summary. .is document set consists of 500
documents for each search query.

Abstractive summarization models are trained using
BIGPATENT [28] dataset. .is dataset comprises 1.3 mil-
lion patent documents grouped under nine categories based
on Co-operative Patent Classification (CPC). Each patent
embodiment is used as the input, and the abstract written by
the applicant can be used as the gold standard summary..e
average length of the gold standard summary is around 100
words. It is difficult to retain such long sequences in memory
and generate a summary of this length. .erefore, this
abstractive summarization uses only the first two from the
abstract and use them as gold standard summary. Random
patents under the technology categories “g” and “h” are
chosen for training and validation.

All the patent documents considered were preprocessed
to remove digits and special symbols, and the texts were
converted to lowercase. Among the 1.3 million documents,
the models were trained with 17,743 documents and vali-
dated with 7605 patents. On an average, the documents
chosen for training and validation have an average of 100
sentences and 45 words per sentence. So, the patent doc-
uments with less than 50 sentences are not considered
during training and validation. .e statistics of this dataset
are summarized in Table 8. .e average extractive length for
training and validation was 756 and 687, respectively.
Similarly, the average human-crafted summary length was
40 words for both training and validation. .ese summa-
rization models were tested with our summary extractor
module results.

8.7. Evaluation Metric for Summarization. ROUGE (Recall-
Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) [74], a recall-
based measure, is used for verifying the performance of the
extractive and abstractive summarization model. ROUGE is
based on the overlapping n-grams (content overlap) between
the predicted and gold standard summary. Among the
variants of ROUGE, the most common measures such as

Table 6: Document size before and after filtering for sample patent applications.

Sample patent application No. of patents
before filtering

No. of patents
after filtering

Sample IPC codes of
filtered retrieved patents

Sample IPC codes of
filtered-out retrieved

patents
Bluetooth beacon attendance system based
on smartphone and application method 1642 1074 G07C1, H04L29, H04B5,

H04M1, G06Q50, G06Q10
A63F9, A61B5, G01N33,

G06F21
Electronic watch having a compass
function 1387 741 G04B47, G04G21, A61H39,

G01C1, A44C5, A63B71
A47G19, A47C3, A47C7,
A41D19, B25F1, F21V33

Location-based messaging 1498 906 H04L12, H04L29, H04M1,
H04W4 G08G1, G16H20, B60R16
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Table 8: Statistics of the dataset for patent summarization.

Statistics Training Validation
Total no. of documents 17,743 7,605
Average description length (words) 1,706 1,688
Average extractive summary length 756 687

Table 9: Extractive summary generated by the models.
Stacked RBM summary (our model)
(1) .e invention relates to a Bluetooth beacon attendance system based on a smartphone.
(2) Components are writing tool, a Bluetooth beacon, a smartphone mobile attendance application system, a smartphone Bluetooth 4.0
chip, a smartphone Bluetooth 4.0 recognition system, a smartphone information transmitting system, a remote attendance recording and
information storage system, and a remote attendance management server system.
(3) According to the Bluetooth beacon attendance system, based on the Bluetooth beacon sensing technique, an attendance scanning device
is completed by virtue of the co-operation of a smartphone with the Bluetooth 4.0 during employee attendance, the information which is
confirmed to be qualified is transmitted to the remote attendance management server system to be stored and to generate an attendance
result and attendance abnormality in real time, the attendance abnormality prompting and attendance record inquiry can be acquired by an
employee from the smartphone mobile attendance application system in real time, so that the appealing statement can be made by the
employee.
LSA summary (state-of-the-art method)
(1) .e work attendance relevant information that instrument writes encryption in blank Bluetooth beacon.
(2) Employee can obtain turn out for work abnormity prompt and attendance record inquiry in real time in smart mobile phone movable
attendance checking application system and carries out complaint explanation.
(3) Employee can obtain turn out for work abnormity prompt and attendance record inquiry in real time in smart mobile phone movable
attendance checking application system and carries out complaint explanation.
TextRank summary(state-of-the-art method)
(1) And write instrument, Bluetooth beacon, smart mobile phone movable attendance checking application system, intelligent mobile
phone Bluetooth.
(2) And write instrument, Bluetooth beacon, smart mobile phone movable attendance checking application system, intelligent mobile
phone Bluetooth.
(3) .e work attendance relevant information that instrument writes encryption in blank Bluetooth beacon, step user opens the smart
mobile phone movable attendance checking application system on mobile phone, input customer id, log in after user name and password,
select “the Bluetooth attendance checking function” in “movable attendance checking,” by the Bluetooth beacon that mobile phone is
pressed close to make, call the signal content that intelligent mobile phone Bluetooth.
Free Summarizer (state-of-the-art method)
(1) Recognition system, smart mobile phone information transmitting system, long-range attendance record information storage system,
and long-range attendance management server system, wherein Bluetooth of mobile phone.
(2) Recognition system connects smart mobile phone information transmitting system via smart mobile phone movable attendance
checking application system, attendance record is exported to long-range attendance record information storage system by smart mobile
phone information transmitting system, preserve attendance record by attendance record information storage system and result exported
to long-range attendance management server system, long-range attendance management server system generates checking-in result, and
by the inquiry of this checking-in result input smart mobile phone movable attendance checking application system reminding user.
(3) Step user opens the smart mobile phone movable attendance checking application system on mobile phone, input customer id, log in
after user name and password, select “the Bluetooth attendance checking function” in “movable attendance checking,” by the Bluetooth
beacon that mobile phone is pressed close to make, call the signal content that intelligent mobile phone Bluetooth.

Table 7: Patent citation statistics.

Sample patent applications No. of patents
after filtering

Total no. of
patent citations

BC
patent
pairs

Mean BC
strength

No. of patents
retrieved through

BC

Total no. of
patents
retrieved

Bluetooth beacon attendance system
based on smartphone and application
method

1,074 6,265 3,494 3.4 263 1,337

Electronic watch having a compass
function 741 3,896 2,125 2.5 129 879

Location-based messaging 906 4,987 3,892 1.5 114 1020
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ROUGE-1 (unigram), ROUGE -2 (bigrams), and ROUGE-L
(longest common subsequence) are used here for evaluation.
For these metrics, it presents results in terms of precision,
recall, and F-score.

8.8. Effect of Extractive Summarizer. Our summary extractor
module comprises two layers of RBM with 14 perceptrons in
the input layer. .e hidden layer’s size is twice that of the
input as it helps in discovering the latent factors. .e final
hidden layer is a softmax layer with 2 neurons..e 2 neurons
represent the classes where the sentences are to be included
in the summary or not. .e learning rate for this model is
fixed to 0.1. .e quality of summary generated by our
summary extractor module is tested by applying it on the
smart device patent document set and their results are
compared with the state-of-the-art methods latent semantic
analysis (LSA) and TextRank. .e results are compared with
a summarization tool Free Summarizer (http://
freesummarizer.com/). Excerpts (first 3 sentences) of the
summary generated by the extractive models stacked RBM,
LSA, TextRank, and Free Summarizer for a test document
are shown in Table 9.

As observed in Table 9, the extractive summary gener-
ated using stacked RBM is consistent and well organized. On
other hand, LSA and TextRank have redundant entries. In
LSA, sentences 2 and 3 are redundant.

Similarly, in TextRank, redundant behavior is observed in
sentences 1 and 2. .ough we eliminate redundant entry and
read through them, they are not consistent and difficult to find
out the ultimate objective or topic of the document. Free
summarizer on the other hand produces non-redundant
summaries but the sentences are systematically organized.

Table 10 reveals the ROUGE scores obtained by different
extractive summarization models and tools. Among these
models, LSA, TextRank, and Free Summarizer have a 50%
compression rate, while stacked RBM had an average
compression rate of around 60%. As seen from Table 10, our
summary extractor module using stacked RBM achieves
much better results in terms of ROUGE-2 scoring than other
metrics (ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-LCS). Stacked RBM out-
performs all other methods and tools for extractive sum-
marization because of the following two reasons.

.e foremost reason is the feature extractor. .e features
are extracted by considering semantics, sentence saliency,
redundancy, and coherence with the source document and
prior-art search query. Semantic importance is computed
with smart device domain ontology and sentences with
concepts related to domain ontology are given priority.
Redundancy is eliminated through similarity computation
among sentence pairs. Also, coherence with prior-art search
is achieved with title and search query similarity compu-
tation feature. Secondly, RBM discovers more latent factors
than other methods. As observed from Table 10, the pre-
cision score for all ROUGE metrics is in a higher range than
recall. .is is because the obtained summaries are shorter
than the gold standard extractive summary. A possible
solution to address this issue is to have summary generation
from the input text with a limit on the number of sentences

to be generated rather than salient sentence extraction based
on features.

Although based on the metrics, stacked RBM performs
better and can extract relevant and prominent sentences
from the patents, it is essential to evaluate the candidate
summaries qualitatively through domain experts. .e
readability part of the generated summary is qualitatively
analyzed by the patent analyst and domain experts from
academia. Two patent analysts and five computer science
domain experts assessed 50 candidate summaries inde-
pendently regarding gold standard truth and input patent
text. .e assessors evaluated by concentrating on infor-
mativeness, readability, and validity aspects of generated
summary. Informativeness evaluates whether the generated
summary is relevant or not. It also checks whether the
overall content of the input text is conveyed in the generated
summary or not. Readability checks for uniformity or co-
herence or understandable nature of the summary. Finally,
validity evaluates whether the generated summary can be
used as such or not..ese factors are evaluated bymeasuring
the score in the range of 0 to 5 with 5 being more coherent,
readable, and informative, and 1 being unreasonable and not
effective replacement of summary. In Table 11, the average
scoring of the three factors (informativeness, readability, and
validity) for the extractive models is tabulated. .e results
tabulated in Table 11 show that stacked RBM attains good
scoring in all three focus points compared to other methods.

.e average execution time of each algorithm is pre-
sented in Figure 6. It can be noticed from the figure that the
execution time of stacked RBM is on higher side than other
models as it involves the number of internal parameter
evaluation. On the other hand, with Free Summarizer, the
average execution time is static as it is web-based, and it does
not consume much time. .ough it consumes time, the
summary generated proves that it is worth the time
consumed.

8.9. Effect of Abstractive Summarizer. All the experiments
with LSTM and Bi-LSTM are carried out with 512 latent
dimensions and 128 embedding sizes. .e Seq2Seq model
with single-layered LSTM learns embeddings from the
training documents while the Seq2Seq model with stacked
LSTM (2 layers) and attention and our Seq2Seq model with
stacked Bi-LSTM (3 layers) make use of pretrained embed-
ding ConceptNet NumberBatch and attention. To avoid
overfitting and to further improve the performance of the
model, dropout is employed. LSTM and Bi-LSTM layers in
the encoder had a dropout of 0.3 while dropout of 0.2 is
employed at the decoder. 0.3 or 0.2 dropout means that 30%
or 20% of neurons can be dropped during training. Adam [75]
with parameters β1� 0.9, β2� 0.999, and ∈ � 1e − 8 with
learning rate η� 0.001 was used in all abstractive summari-
zation experiments for optimization. Adam was chosen as it
combines the properties of other stochastic gradient opti-
mization algorithms such as RMSProp and AdaGrad. .e
LSTM models were trained for 50 epochs while the Bi-LSTM
model was trained for 100 epochs. For all the models, early
stopping was set up when the loss for validation data does not
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improve after 5 epochs (patience� 5). Also, to avoid
exploding gradients problem, the gradient clipping technique
with a threshold of 5 is applied. .e beam width of 10 was
used in themodels whichmeans it considers at most 10 words

at each time step while generating the target word. All these
abstractive summarizations models were trained in Google
Colab Notebook with Tesla T4 GPU environment. .ese
models were run 10 times as they are stochastic by initializing

Table 10: Performance comparison of summary extractor and other models.

Metric ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-LCS
Models Precision Recall F-score Precision Recall F-score Precision Recall F-score
LSA 0.52 0.34 0.35 0.62 0.43 0.62 0.51 0.34 0.42
TextRank 0.51 0.36 0.39 0.67 0.46 0.67 0.54 0.38 0.46
Free Summarizer 0.39 0.31 0.29 0.71 0.63 0.85 0.51 0.43 0.43
Stacked RBM 0.64 0.46 0.55 0.89 0.68 0.95 0.59 0.46 0.53

Table 11: Qualitative evaluation scoring.

Factors/models Informativeness Readability Validity
LSA 2.84 2.56 2.47
TextRank 2.99 2.78 2.36
Free Summarizer 2.40 2.89 2.76
Stacked RBM 3.42 3.18 2.96
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Figure 6: Execution time of extractive summary models.

Table 12: Performance comparison of abstractive summarization models.

Metric/models ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-LCS
Recall Recall Recall

Stacked LSTM+ConceptNet + attention 0.342 0.216 0.31
LSTM 0.299 0.20 0.29
Stacked Bi-LSTM+ConceptNet + attention 0.399 0.252 0.35
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themodels with these parameters, and their average scores are
presented in Table 12.

As observed from Table 12, the Seq2Seq model using
stacked Bi-LSTM with attention and ConceptNet pretrained
embedding achieves better performance than other models.
.is can be seen from the ROUGE scores where stacked Bi-
LSTM improves stacked LSTM by 5.7% on ROUGE-1, 3.6%
on ROUGE-2, and 4% on ROUGE-LCS. .e sample sum-
mary generated by these models is represented in Table 13.
In the table, the text is discussing about Bluetooth-based
attendance management systems using a smartphone. It
discusses the components involved and the working model
of the system..e findings in Table 13 show that the Seq2Seq
model using LSTM lacks main keywords and has repetitive
common keywords while the Seq2Seq model with stacked
LSTM has a better summary than that of LSTM. Also, the
summary of stacked LSTM has more vocabulary repre-
sentation than LSTM. .is improvement is due to Con-
ceptNet embedding. On other hand, the Seq2Seq model with
LSTM learns embeddings from the training data available
which are lesser when compared to the pretrained em-
bedding dataset size. Comparing these two models, the
summary generated by the Seq2Seq model using Bi-LSTM,
attention, and ConceptNet embedding was much logical.
.ough the summary does not represent all the keywords
present in the reference summary such as “recognition
system,” “application system,” “chip,” and so on, it is un-
derstandable and has main concepts related to the text.

9. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented PQPS, an extractive and ab-
stractive summarizer for patents. .is summarizer is search

query based where it extracts prominent terms from the
patent application document and expands them with a
domain-dependent and domain-independent knowledge
base. PQPS filters irrelevant documents using LDA-based
topic modeling and enhances the relevant patent retrieval
through bibliographic coupling to further improve the re-
trieval efficiency. .e PQPS proposes a ranking model that
ranks the resultant retrieval set by providing weightage to
different fields of the patent. Finally, it uses deep learning
models stacked RBM and Bi-LSTM to summarize the ranked
set of patents extractively and abstractively.

Evaluation results of PQPS modules support the effec-
tiveness of the proposed approach. Around 1600 patent
applications from the smartphone, smartwatch, and smar-
thome domains have been tested with the PQPS system..e
PQPS query processor module uses domain-dependent and
domain-independent ontologies, thereby retrieving roughly
1000 prior-art patents for prior-art search query generation
and expansion. .e retrieval efficiency of the query pro-
cessor system’s submodules was evaluated, and it was dis-
covered that queries expanded with domain ontology
improve relevant document retrieval in terms of recall by
around 28% and 56%, respectively, over WordNet-based
query expansion system and Google prior-art search system.
LDA-based patent document filtering excludes extraneous
documents using coherence score and intertopic distance
map. .e results are manually reviewed using IPC, and the
patents that may be missed due to information overload are
retrieved using BC. .e resultant patent set is extractively
summarized with stacked RBM. .e average ROUGE-1,
ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-LCS recall scores for stacked RBM
were 0.46, 0.68, and 0.46, respectively, which were better
than those of other state-of-the-art models like LSA,

Table 13: Sample summary generated by abstractive summarization models.

Extractive summary (input): the invention relates to a Bluetooth beacon attendance system based on a smartphone. Components are
writing tool, a Bluetooth beacon, a smartphone mobile attendance application system, a smartphone Bluetooth 4.0 chip, a smartphone
Bluetooth 4.0 recognition system, a smartphone information transmitting system, a remote attendance recording and information storage
system, and a remote attendancemanagement server system. According to the Bluetooth beacon attendance system, based on the Bluetooth
beacon sensing technique, an attendance scanning device is completed by virtue of the co-operation of a smartphone with the Bluetooth 4.0
during employee attendance, the information which is confirmed to be qualified is transmitted to the remote attendance management
server system to be stored and to generate an attendance result and attendance abnormality in real time, the attendance abnormality
prompting and attendance record inquiry can be acquired by an employee from the smartphone mobile attendance application system in
real time, so that the appealing statement can be made by the employee. Above-mentioned technical matters of the present invention is
mainly solved by following technical proposals: based on the Bluetooth Beacon attendance checking system of smart mobile phone,
comprise Bluetooth of mobile phone 4.0 and write instrument, Bluetooth Beacon, smart mobile phone movable attendance checking
application system, intelligent mobile phone Bluetooth 4.0 chip, intelligent mobile phone Bluetooth 4.0 recognition system, smart mobile
phone information transmitting system, long-range attendance record information storage system and long-range attendance
management server system, wherein Bluetooth of mobile phone 4.0 writes instrument by the data of turning out for work of encryption
write Bluetooth Beacon, this information is inputted intelligent mobile phone Bluetooth 4.0 chip via Bluetooth signal by Bluetooth Beacon,
the output terminal of intelligent mobile phone Bluetooth 4.0 chip connects intelligent mobile phone Bluetooth 4.0.
Reference summary: Bluetooth beacon attendance system based on a smartphone. .e Bluetooth beacon attendance system comprises a
mobile phone Bluetooth4.0 writing tool, a Bluetooth beacon, a smartphone mobile attendance application system, a smartphone Bluetooth
4.0 chip, a smartphone Bluetooth 4.0 recognition system, a smartphone information transmitting system, a remote attendance recording
and information storage system, and a remote attendance management server system.
Stacked LSTM+attention: Bluetooth for smartphone attendance Bluetooth chip information system Bluetooth storage LSTM Bluetooth
attendance for system Bluetooth Bluetooth attendance for for
Stacked Bi-LSTM+attention: it is a Bluetooth beacon system for attendance using phone. It has Bluetooth beacon and transmitter server
and generates attendance.
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TextRank, and the Free Summarizer tool. Abstractive patent
summary generation using seq-seq Bi-LSTM with Num-
Batch embedding and attention surpasses other models with
an average recall of 0.399, 0.252, and 0.35 for ROUGE-1,
ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-LCS, respectively. As part of future
work, we intend to update the summarization model with
more sentences.
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